
Price $305 f .o.b. foc-
tory, complete with
tronsport wheels cmd
metal groll cotcher.

Jacob en Power Green
Mower cuts with precision mooth-

ness - keep green in uperb playing con-
dition. With this fast working mower maintenance
men get on and off the cour e in a hurry.

ew "quick-on, quick-off" transport wheel peed up
movement of mower from green to green. Operator
merely places the built-in jack in position, pulls bac
lightly and mower lifts. Wheels are slipped on or off
in seconds- without tools.

ew bed knife adjustment requires no tool . imply
turn the adjusting screws by hand. Adjustment is held
automatically.

These and other important feature add to the superb
performance which for year has made Jacob en the
greenkeeper's choice. Today Jacob en Power Green
mower last longer, operate for Ie s, and do an even
more precise cutting job. ee your Jacobsen dealer for
the full story.

MA UFACTURING COMPA Y
Racine, Wiscon in

$UBSIDIAIUfS: WORTHINGTON MOWER CO., Stroudsburg, Pa. • JOHNSTON LAWN MOWER CO P., Ottum
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a competitive situation that was hard on
pros.

When there is a problem of ordering or
credit the pro ought to go into the situ-
ation frankly and promptly with the sales-
man involved, or with the nearest branch
office of the manufacturer concerned, be-
fore it becomes too late to get the correct
and painless answer.

I want to say that the pros wpo went
away to war service have turned in a high-
ly commendable performance on credit rat-
ing. They were owing a large amount
when they went into uniform - many of
them on sudden notice - but since they've
got back they've all got it cut down until
the total is under $3000.

About 64 per cent of the pros now dis-
count their bills. The entire annual amount
pros earn by taking advantage of the dis-
count is very substantial and in individual
instances it's equal to the profits on the
sale of considerable shop stock. Some first
class credit pros prefer to be shipped COD
for reasons best known to themselves and
others are shipped COD because credit rat-
ing hasn't been established, or sometimes
to protect pros from getting in' over their
heads. '

Practically all men legitimately entitled
to pro buying terms, and other sports goods
retailers are listed on the records of the
~porting Goods Industries Clearing House,
5 S. Wabash, Chicago. These records are
held strictly confidential and supply credit
ratings on the order of those Dun and
Bradstreet provide in other business.

No manufacturer gets individual de-
tailed information on the pro whose credit
data is on file at the Sporting Goods In-
dustries Clearing House. The inquiring
manufacturer who buys the service gets a
general but quite accurate rating on the

. pro. This service eliminated rotating credit
which allowed pros and dealers to play one
manufacturer's credit grant against that
of another. That was a deluding procedure
which eventually exhausted all credit and
permitted pros and dealers to get so far
into financial trouble there was no prac-
tical way of getting them out.

The pro can't kid himself about money
involved in his business. It is decidedly
to his advantage to have his accurate credit
rating on record. If it isn't what it should
be the pro probably can improve it with
the willing help of the manufacturing sup-
pliers and with his own brains and industr-y.
If he can't get his credit reflecting a
profitable operation in the pro business,
probably the business isn't the right one
for him and he would be fortunate to learn
that and switch to some other business to
which his ability and temperament are bet-
ter suited for making a living.
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More and more credit rating is becoming
one of the most carefully considered factors
when a club engages a professional. The
businessmen who are club officials know
from their own observation and experience
that credit rating reflects merit or defi-
ciency in almost every other qualification
a pro must have to handle a job satisfac-
torily.

Much of the growth of pros in business
standing has been due to the sage counsel
and help successful older professionals
have given to younger men who don't
clearly realize they have to use money and
credit in scoring profits and getting ahead.
There are too many good credit pros look-
ing to improve their job situations and
markets to allow any other pro to take the
attitude that credit is just another "one
of those things" in the golf business.

DDT Ends Mosquito Curse
On Golf Courses

DDT is living up to its promise in per-
mitting comfortable play and revenue on
courses where mosquitoes and other flying
plagues formerly kept play at a minimum.

Typical testimony on DDT performance
comes from Iowa Greenkeepers' Newslet-
ter referring to an address at the Iowa
short course. The Newsletter's digest:

Mosquitoes and flies are in for a rough
time from now on if golf courses, parks,
etc. are treated with DDT. Dr. H. H.
Knight gave a most interesting account
of how the city of Ames got rid of these
pests in its park and in the city. The
mosquito population was measured by the
use of human targets. When around 200
mosquitees visited the victim in a 15
minute period, it was taken that a peak
population had been reached. Airplane
application, using a 5 % DDT dust, at a
rate of .2 pounds actual DDT per acre
cleaned up the mosquitoes in the city
park. The fly control program - 2 years
of it - has been unusually successful. Gar-
bage pails were sprayed, dumps were
sprayed, arid screen doors were painted
with 5% oil solutions. Dr. Knight's sug-
gestion was that a small crank driven
duster could be used to good advantage
on many of the smaller golf courses. The
dust application should be made in early
morning or late in the day to avoid breezy
periods. If a power sprayer is available,
it is a simple matter to spray the mos-
quito infested areas of the golf course.
At the club house, all that is necessary
to control flies is to coat the screens with
a 5% oil solution of DDT. Garbage pails
and dumps should also be sprayed.
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The -Place of Municipal ,Gol,f
In the City Recreation Plan

A Paper by <?eorge Hjelte, General Manager. Department
of Recreation and Parks. City of Los Angeles, presented
before the 20th National Turf Conference and Show.

Februery 9, 1949.

Recreation 'has come to be an accepted
function of local government. It is, to be
sure, a comparatively new function. With-
in the memory of most of us, cities gave
no attention whatsoever to the establish-
ment of publicly owned recreation facil-
ities for ..their citizens, with the exception;
however, that parks have had a place in
city planning and operations for ages.
Parks, however, were justified primarily
from the standpoint of city beautification
and until modern times were not devel-
oped with the view to their use for active
recreation.

It is now considered good practice and
an imperative necessity, that cities plan
public facilities for recreation. It is not
the accepted viewpoint, however, that all
recreation isa proper sphere' for local
governmental enterprise. Recreation by
and large continues to be as it properly
should remain, the prerogative of the indi-
vidual in his private capacity. Under our
democratic- way. of life the American
people would resent any intrusion on the
part of government upon their right to
make choices of recreation for their own
enjoyment and benefit. Nevertheless they
recognize that iri some respects recreation
properly becomes a concern of government
and especially in respect to the setting a-
side and the improvement of land' where-
in the people may pursue the conventional
American outdoor sports and pastimes with
the minimum of regimentation and with
no dictation whatsoever upon the part of
government insofar as the choices of rec-
reation are concerned.

Local government in setting aside and
improving places of recreation must re-
frain from competing with private enter-
prise. Public facilities for recreation are
usually established only when there is no
other way of providing them. If the pro-
vision of children's playgrounds were left
wholly to the initiative of individual citi-
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zens in their private capacity, there would
be relatively few playgrounds and most of
the children in the congested cities would
be denied the right to participate in whole-
some play activities in an attractive and
safe environment. Accordingly, public

GEORGE HJELTE

OpInIOn gives support to the solution of
the playground problem by assigning the
responsibility for the establishment of play-
grounds to the municipality or in some
cases to the public school organizations.

Similarly, cities would be without region-
al parks if their establishment and opera-
tion were left wholly to ,private enterprise.
Private enterprise enters into projects only
when they are financially profitable. By
and large, playgrounds, beaches, swimming
pools, and regional parks (golf courses es-
sentially are found in regional parks) do
not lend themselves to commercial devel-
opment and management for profit. Ac-
cordingly, it is the accepted viewpoint of
the American public that these facilities,
necessary as they are, must be accomp-
lished through public provision, namely,
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model F
CHIE

ACTO
Steep hills, rough ground,

tight quarters, wide open spaces - the revolutionary Worthington
Model F Chief Tractor is at home in any kind of terrain.

With traction wheels in front under the engine, 75 percent of the
Model F's weight is on the drive wheels. That's why this new Chief
handles big gang mower loads on steep grades.

Front mounted gang mowers on the new Model F cut grass before
the tractor wheels touch it - no more streaking due to compacted
grass; Driver sees what he's doing without turning around. He gauges
distance better, can cut down size of overlap.

For the full story on this smooth-working, cost-cutting tractor,
write us or see your dealer today.

ORT IN E COMPA Y
Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania

Subsidiary of JACOBSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY • RACINE, WISCONSIN
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through the method of public taxation for
their improvement and support.

Whatever public recreation systems exist
in American cities as of today are the result
largely of accidental and expedient growth
rather than of constructive scientific plan-
ning. The city planning movement is, like
the recreation movement, comparatively
new in municipal practice. The evidences
of poor and inadequate planning, however,
are everywhere apparent,' and the more
enlightened cities are making valiant
efforts to plan their future growth and
development according to the sound prin-
ciples of city planning which have recently
been developed.

In respect to local neighborhood public
recreation facilities, the application of these
principles is comparatively simple. Every-
body knows that the streets, being no
longer suitable for the play of children,
there must of necessity be a public play-
ground for children in every neighborhood.
Inasmuch as the American youth are given
to practice and participation in the con-
ventional American sports of baseball,
tennis, football, and the like, it is an ac- -
cepted principle of city planning that dis-
trict playgrounds of, say, 10 to 20 acres,
must be located in every district, a district
being understood to be an area of several
residential neighborhoods. With these basic
principles in mind, under city planning
laws a city may govern its future develop-
ment and as funds are provided by bond
issues and otherwise, the necessary local
and district play facilities can be p~~¥i~ed.

Golf, however, presents a peculiar
problem in that necessarily a golf course
requires area so large that a golf course
must be located in regional areas, usually
on the periphery of a large and growing
city. Few cities have been able to acquire
and develop a municipal golf course 011
the basis of predetermined long range
plans. In almost every case public golf
courses are established where by some ac-
cidental circumstance an area suitable for
golf within or close to a city has remained
un subdivided, or within a large regional
park acquired often as necessary water shed
land, or as the gift of some public bene-
factor.

At this point one might well ask why'
golf should be a particular concern of
municipal government and why the estab-
lishment of municipal golf courses should
be favored at :all. It is well known that
most of the golf courses in the United
States are owned by private clubs and that
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a considerable number are so-called public
courses under private ownership whose
clientele is not necessarily exclusive; that
is to say, the courses are open to public
play at an established fee. Certainly no
one would advocate that all golf courses
be governmentally owned and yet no one
seems to object to municipal golf courses
as they are now operated on a fee charging
basis, and muicipal courses exist in the
same comunity in which privately operated
public courses and exclusive club courses
likewise exist.

Golf has tended to become a public en-
terprise usually because of the accidental
circumstance that suitable land for golf
was available in a regional park. Most of
these regional parks have been acquired
through private benefaction. There was
ample reason for their acceptance. For
example, the necessity of preserving a water
shed and water storage area, the desirability
of forest and wild life preservation, the
importance of maintaining large open
areas to relieve the oppressive congestion
of metropolitan cities, the necessity for the
prevention of conflagrations, and the pop-
ular desire for outdoor recreations other
than golf and especially those related to
hiking, picnicking, and the enjoyment of
nature.

Since it was necessary from any or all
of these standpoints to maintain an area
once accepted as a regional park it ap-
peared to be just as reasonable and even
more beneficial to improve the area by
maintaining it in beautiful turf and thus
to make it available for the increasingly
popular pastime of golf.

The added expense of ground mainten-
ance when used for golf, as well as the
limited clientele directly served by golf no
doubt was the compelling reason why golf
was placed largely upon a self-sustaining
basis through the charging of more than
ordinarily large daily fees. No other pub-
lic recreation facility is operated on the
principle that the users pay for the day-
to-day enjoyment of the facility and at a
rate so high as is customarily charged for
golf.

By and large, municipal golf courses are
financially self-supporting and in fact
many of them produce an excess of revenue
over expenses. This enables other courses
to be added once a single course has been
placed in successful operation. The Los
Angeles situation in this regard is note-
worthy.

The first municipal golf course in Los
Angeles was a 9-hole sand course in Grif-
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fith Park and was opened in 1914. Excess
of revenue over expense in the operation
of this course permitted the construction
of the first grass course, and similar profits
throughout the years have financed almost
entirely the system of seven golf courses,
all with well planted and well maintained
fairways and excellent greens. All of these
courses but two have been established on
lands which were not necessarily acqtrired
for golf but the accumulated surplus was
sufficient to permit of an investment of
$250,000 for 184 acres upon which a 9-
hole pitch-and-putt course has already been
constructed and upon which a most modern
18-hole course is soon to open.

The ability of municipal courses to sup-
port themselves is no doubt due in large
measure to the fact that the activity rarely
has to bear the original cost of the land
and is relieved of the burden of taxes as
well as interest on the investment. In these
respects municipally owned golf courses
have tremendous advantage over privately
owned golf courses.

There were, in 1941, 711 municipal golf
courses operated by cities and counties
throughout the United States, according
to Herb Graffis, Editor of "Golfdom," who
has compiled statistics meticulously on golf
in all of its phases. A few of these courses
were discontinued during World War II
but a number of courses have been added
since the termination of the War, as in the
case of Los Angeles, which has constructed
3 new courses since that time.

According to statistics publish-ed by the
National Recreation Association, the num-
ber of municipal courses did not increase
during the past decade; in fact, the number
of courses reported in 1946 was 14 less
than the number reported in 1938. In the
12-year period previous to 1938, namely,
from 1926 to 1938, the number of munici-

- pal golf courses reported to the National
Recreation Association increased 82 per
cent. This growth kept pace with the in-
crease generally in the number of munici-
pal recreation facilities during the period
of prosperity following World War I and
throughout the world-wide depression.

The period of prosperity was conducive
to the acquisition of new lands, an essen-
tial prerequisite to the provision of munici-
pal golf facilities, and the plenteous sup-
ply of work relief throughout the years of
depression was conducive to their develop-
ment as municipal golf courses.

It is a fact to be pondered, however,
that the number of municipal courses has
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shown no noticeable increase during the
past decade. This can be attributed to
several factors. The first of these is that
by 1940 municipal park land suitable f01
the development of golf courses had been
pretty well developed largely with the use
of relief labor. The second reason is that
after 1940 the nation became preoccupied
with war production, and little labor was
available for the development of golf
courses. After World War II labor and
materials were both scarce and costly, which
conditions gave no incentive for the de-
velopment of public golf lands.

The stagnate tendency in municipal
golf development is somewhat paralleled
by a similar condition with respect to pri-
vately owned golf courses. The same con-
ditions and an important added factor
have resulted in a decrease in the number
of private courses generally throughout
the nation in the past decade. For ex-
ample, in the Los Angeles metropolitan
area extending from Orange on the south
to Ventura on the north, and from the
ocean to Riverside on the east, the num-
ber of private courses is 17 less than in
1930. The added factor ~s the increased
value of large land holdings in metropol-
itan areas and the larger return that may
be had from such land holdings by sub-
dividing them for home building as against
maintaining them in turf and operating
them as golf courses. During the war with
less play and more costly operations, and
in fact during the depression, private golf
clubs experienced a difficult period, many
being forced to discontinue operations,
and when a favorable real estate market
occurred their lands were turned to other
uses, notably, subdivision for home build-
ing.

Generally, the same conditions which
render a piece of land. suitable for golf de-
velopment in suburban regions likewise
render the same land highly valuable for
suburban residential subdivision, being of
sightly and interesting terrain and con-
venient to large population by means of
highways or rapid transit.

How many municipal golf courses should
a city of considerable size plan to own and
operate? I speak of cities, of course. be-
cause my subject has to do with the plan-
ning of cities. . However, rural areas can
well be eliminated from our consideration
for an obvious reason, namely, that a pub-
licly owned gollf course presupposes a con-
siderable population to justify its existence,
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FOR YOUR SHARE OF THE
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, Full details will be sent to all Golfdom readers (if
\ you miss your announcement drop us a card). We hope
, that all golf professionals will cooperate by sending
~ in news of certified holes-in-one. Why? Because, seri-
, ously, we want to help you build golf into an even

,,----, more popular sport. And we think our Wheaties Award
,,- ..••, Plan will help!
, Meanwhile, here's wishing you a most successful

1949 golf season.

Yes, sir, Mr. Pro, when one of your players sinks a
tee shot, send his certified card to the Wheaties Hole-
In-One Club. We'll follow-through w irh enough
Wheaties for you to tee-off on for the next 50 morn-
ings. And you won't need any practice swings over
your bowl of milk, fruit and Wheaties, for "Break-
fast of Champions" is the favorite spoon shot of thou-
sands of golfers.

Your ace-maker will then taste (literally, too) the
glory and recognition he so justly deserves. His
Wheaties Hole-In-One Awards include:

1 A Case of Wheaties
2 Specially Inscribed Hole-In-One Certificate
3 His (or her) Name on a Special Wheaties Pos-

ter for the Pro Shop Bulletin Board
4 ... Name on the "Breakfast of Champions" Honor

Roll.

General Mills
"Wheaties" and "Breakfast of Champions" are registered
trade marks of General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Display Your Wheaties Hole-In-One Awards Poster Prominently in Your
Pro Shop or Locker Room
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and wherever you have a concentration of
sufficient population to support golf
courses you have inevitably a city. It has
been estimated that a muicipal golf course
may, in the course of a year, serve a clientele
of, roughly, 2500 persons, some of whom
will choose to play golf regularly; possibly
a third are .regular golfers who play two
or more times weekly, and many others
who play infrequently, once a week, once
a month, or so. With the many other rec-
reation activities competing with golf for
public attention, only a fraction of the pop-
ulation can be expected to be interested in
pursuring the game of golf. Some of
these will choose to play under private
club auspices. Apparently, therefore, it
would require a considerable population-
in a city, say, 10,000 or 15,000, before a
municipal golf course could be entirely
justified from the standpoint of cost and
ability to largely maintain itself.

We might consider, therefore, the ques-
tion of how many golf courses a city
should have from the standpoint of cities
exceeding 20,000 in population, of which
there were in 1948, 1071. Since numerous
cities have more than one course, a few
as many as '4 to 7, and many with 2 and 3,
it is a fact that more than half of the cities
of over 20,000 population in the United
States today have no municipal course.

Presently there is no satisfactory basis'
upon which to determine a reasonable
standard of provision for municipal golf.
No city of any considerable size has yet
sufficient municipal golf courses to say
that the public need has been satisfied,
and with increased leisure and inevitable
expectation as a result of improved tech-
nology, it can be expected that interest in
the playing of golf will increase rather
than decrease in the future.

Los Angeles, which has 7 municipal golf
courses, one to be completed soon and
placed in operation, and additional muni-
cipal courses maintained by a few of the
satellite cities and the county, is convinced
that if the number of courses were doubled
there still would not be sufficient to take
care of the present demand. For example,
on a fair Sunday as many as 300 to 400
people are turned away from the municipal
golf courses because of their inadequacy,
and this condition being well known, num-
erous persons refrain altogether from tak-
ing up golf and pursuing it as a regular
recreation because of insufficiency of mun-
icipal facilities or privately operated public
golf courses at which the playing privilege
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may be enjoyed at comparatively nominal
expense.

Accordingly, one would say, in answer
to the question, How many courses should
a municipality have, it should have as many
as possible for there is no likelihood of any
municipality being able to outdo itself in
the matter of providing adequately for
this most valuable recreational activity.

Thus it will be seen that golf occupies
a unique place in the planning of munici-
pal recreation facilities in modern cities.
If golf is to become a pastime and sport
available to large numbers of urban dwel-
lers, it must inevitably be accepted as an
object for city planning, and golf courses
must increasingly be provided through
governmental action. Private courses will
of course continue to cater to those who
can afford the high cost of golf when ex-
clusive playing privileges and superior ac-
commodations are provided. These courses,
however, must be supplemented by public
courses whose development in regional
parks may continue to be justified not only
because the players may continue to p'ay
for the playing privilege and in proportion
as they use the courses, but also due to
their value in landscape adornment, in the
relief of urban congestion, and in their
value in fire prevention. All of these COD'

ditions and values taken together amply
justify a progressive policy on the part of
American cities in the acquisition of region-
al park lands for many uses, including 'the
playing of golf.

N.E. WIS. GOLF BOSSES MEET

Officials of Northeastern Wisconsin golf clu bs
held their annual spring conference at Butte des
Morts GC, Appleton, May 3 and re-elected M. A.
Carroll, Oshkosh, pres., Dan Steinberg, Jr., Butte
des Morts, sec'y.-treas., and Frank Cornelison,
Oneida Riding &GC, Green~ Bay, dlr, at large.
(L to R) Carroll, Frank Boex, Oneida, Heber Pel-
key, Butte des Morts, Cornelison, and Steinberg.
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